
Poonhill And Mulde Peak Sunrise Trekk

Discover the short venture trek to embrace exhilarating glimpses of the high mountains. Entire horizons will be revealed

as you reach the Poonhill (3,210m) and Mulde Peak (3,637m). One of the most spectacular mountain experiences is to

enjoy the dawn from top of the ridge. Witness radiance of sunrise that illuminate the silver mountains of the entire massif

leave you mesmerize and appear like magical before our eyes.

Day - 3 Ulleri

KATHMANDU-POKHARA (895m/2,938ft) – NAYAPUL (1,074m/3,525ft) – ULLERI (1,309m/4,296ft); 6 
HRS TREK (B, L, D) 

You will be transferred to the airport and will take a flight to Pokhara. From Pokhara, we will drive to Nayapul from

where our trek will start. We will meet our accompanying trekking crew there and after a short briefing about the trek,

we will leave for Birethati (1,025m/3,362ft) down the hill from Nayapul. The initial point at Naya Pul takes you through

cozy rural villages and relatively easy slight uphill terrain to Hille following the Bhurungdi Khola River and crossing a

few suspension bridges. We pass more villages like Tikhedhunga and continue a path having 3,200 steep stone steps

that will lead to get our first view of Annapurna south and finally reach Ulleri by evening.

Overnight: Ulleri
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Inclusions

3 nights in your chosen accomodation

Teahouse accomodation during trekking

Meal as specified in itinerary

(B = Breakfast, BR = Brunch, L = Lunch, D = Dinner)

Activities and excursions according to itinerary

FOR EXAMPLE: 

- Visit Jagannath Mandir the oldest temple in Kathmandu

- Visit Kumari Bahal, place of living goddess

- Visit Kal Bhairav, approx. 10 m high stone statue

- Visit Shiva Parvati Temple and Hanuman Dhoka

- Visit Swayambhunath temple

- Boudhanath, one of the largest stupa in Nepal

- Visit Pashupatinath, the temple dedicated to Lord Shiva

Sightseeing tour in private coach

Private transfer to/from trek point

English speaking tour guide and trek guide, porter, assistant

guide

Trek permit & Annapurna Conservation Fee

Staff insurance on trek

Duffel bag

Exclusions

International flights

Meals other than mentioned in itinerary

Tours and Excursions other than mentioned in itinerary

Personal equipment

Excess bag beyond 15 kilos including day pack 

Early check-in and late check-out at hotels

Personal travel insurance

Personal expenses and tips for driver/guides

Visa fees 
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